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Criminal Defense Lawyer in Tampa, FL
Having represented defendants in state and federal courts for over two decades, Attorney Will Hanlon has the legal knowledge and the courtroom skills to aggressively defend the rights of people who have been accused of a wide range of offenses under Florida and federal laws. When Hanlon Law accepts a case, we devote ourselves to exploring every possible way to protect a client’s future. Based in the Tampa area, criminal defense lawyer Will Hanlon knows how frightening it is to be accused of a crime, and he understands that a conviction may have consequences beyond any specific penalty that is imposed. Even after a sentence has been served, a criminal conviction may affect the defendant’s ability to hold a job, get an educational degree, or exercise rights like owning a firearm. If you need a sex crime lawyer or are facing charges related to drug crimes, acts of domestic violence or other violent crimes, theft offenses, white collar crimes, or more, we are ready to fight for you to the fullest extent of the law.


Sex CrimesUnder Florida law, there are three main categories of sex crimes: lewd or lascivious acts, sexual battery and rape, and unlawful sex with a minor. In determining how to charge a defendant in a certain case, the State considers the ages of the defendant and the alleged victim, as well as the type of sexual activity that supposedly occurred between them. The State has the burden of proving each and every element of a crime beyond a reasonable doubt. Depending on the charge, a defendant may face decades or even life in prison if they are convicted, so it is critical to explore every possible way to attack the charges.
In some situations, the consent of the alleged victim or their closeness in age to the defendant may be a viable defense to a sex crime accusation, or at least it may provide a way to keep the defendant’s name off the sex offender registry. Many of these cases hinge on whether the defendant or the alleged victim presents a more convincing account of how events unfolded. The knowledgeable Tampa criminal defense lawyers can help gather evidence on your behalf and make sure that your voice is heard.
Drug CrimesThe State of Florida criminalizes the possession, sale, and trafficking of certain controlled substances like marijuana, methamphetamine, cocaine, opiates, and prescription drugs. (Under Florida’s recently enacted medical marijuana statute, a defendant may be able to defeat a state charge of illegal marijuana possession in some circumstances, but federal law does not recognize an exception for people who use cannabis for medical purposes).
The penalty associated with a conviction of a drug crime is largely dependent upon the amount of illegal drugs at issue, with larger quantities often leading to an inference that the defendant was selling or trafficking rather than merely possessing the drugs for their personal use.
Since evidence that was improperly obtained is excluded from the jury’s consideration, a useful defense in a drug crime case may be that the police conducted an illegal search or seizure in violation of the defendant’s rights under the Fourth Amendment to the U.S. Constitution. Unless a certain exception applies, the police need a warrant supported by probable cause to search your property and take evidence from it, such as the drugs themselves. If they do not have a warrant, your attorney may be able to bring a motion to suppress the evidence obtained from the search. Without being able to use the drugs or other evidence, the State’s case is more likely to fail, or the charge may be reduced to a charge that carries lighter penalties.
Domestic Violence and Other Violent CrimesAccusations of domestic violence are taken very seriously in Florida. A conviction may result in harsh consequences that often include jail time, participation in an intervention program for batterers, the loss of the right to own a firearm or hold a concealed carry permit, expulsion from the family home, or deportation in situations involving foreign nationals. While the police typically act swiftly in arresting someone who is accused of domestic violence, the situation often turns out to be less straightforward than it appeared in the heat of the moment. Sometimes an alleged victim will make a false accusation to gain an advantage in a family law matter, for example, or the defendant may have been responding in self-defense to violent actions by the person making the accusation.
We also provide representation against other charges of violent crimes, such as aggravated assault, homicide, or weapons offenses, all of which are treated severely under Florida laws. Minimum mandatory sentences often apply in these cases, and vigorous legal representation is critical to making sure that your rights are properly asserted. Too much is at stake in these situations to take chances or leave stones unturned. In many of these cases, the prosecution must prove a certain level of intent in addition to the fact that the defendant committed certain acts. This can be challenging to show if the defense can undermine the credibility of the prosecution’s witnesses, provide compelling testimony from other witnesses, or a combination. In other situations, a defense attorney may be able to establish an alibi, showing that the defendant could not have committed the alleged crime because they were not in the place where it was committed when it was committed. These are just some examples of ways to fight criminal charges, and the strategy in your case will depend on its specific details.
Consult an Aggressive Criminal Defense Attorney in the Tampa AreaIf you are facing criminal charges, you can expect that the prosecuting attorney will be carefully compiling a case against you. You deserve representation from a lawyer who will put just as much effort and ingenuity into protecting your future. To contact knowledgeable Tampa criminal defense attorney Will Hanlon, call us at 813-228-7095 or contact us online. Hanlon Law is here to advocate for people throughout the Tampa Bay region who need a domestic violence attorney or representation against allegations of drug crimes, sex offenses, assault, theft, firearms offenses, or other charges.
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Time is Of The EssenceHanlon Law knows that time is of the essence, we move quickly to protect your future.
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ExperienceWith over 20 years of experience, we focus solely on Criminal Law and Injunctions.

Meet Our Attorneys
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Client Relations“Mr. Hanlon has the confidence and experience you need when dealing with possible criminal charges.”

View Testimonials
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  Client Reviews       ★★★★★ 
  EXCELLENT DEFENSE ATTORNEY
I retained Mr. Hanlon for two cases... He handled both cases very quickly and without me present. The end result was all three charges on two separate cases were dismissed. I couldn't be more pleased with the service I received from Mr. Hanlon.   - Ashley  
   ★★★★★ 
  TOP NOTCH ATTORNEY
Excellent attorney! Will handled my petty theft case with the utmost professionalism and kept me informed of my options and choices every step of the way. The evidence was highly circumstantial and predatory, but luckily the whole case was null processed. I highly recommend Will because of his expertise and knowledge.   - Criminal Defense Client  
   ★★★★★ 
  SUCCESSFUL REDUCTION OF MY CHARGE
Mr. Hanlon was extremely professional in handling my DUI case. His office was very helpful in answering all my questions. I was so pleased when he reduced my charge from a DUI to Reckless Driving. It was a weight off my shoulders. I would highly recommend him for any DUI case based on his high success rate in reducing the charges. Thanks again Mr. Hanlon.   - Steve  
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  Child Abuse Lawyer in Tampa, FL
As a child abuse lawyer in Tampa, Florida, my passion and focus is advocating for children who have been abused or neglected. I understand the devastating impact that abuse can have on a child's physical, emotional, and mental wellbeing. My mission is to ensure that these children receive the justice and support they need to heal and move forward. Whether it's seeking compensation for medical expenses or fighting for custody of a child, I am dedicated to fighting for the best interests of my clients. I believe that every child deserves a safe and loving environment, and I am committed to making that a reality for my clients in Tampa and the surrounding communities. If you have been wrongfully accused of aggravated child abuse, we are also here to help you with your case.
Student Legal Services Lawyer in Tampa, FL
Hanlon Law’s student legal services in Tampa, Florida provides reliable and affordable legal representation to college students facing legal issues. Our attorney team is dedicated to ensuring that students have access to quality legal services, regardless of their financial status. We understand that legal issues can cause stress and anxiety, which can negatively affect success in school. Therefore, we are committed to helping students navigate their legal challenges while protecting their rights and guiding them towards a successful outcome. We handle a variety of legal matters, including landlord disputes, employment issues, criminal charges, and much more. If you are a student in need of legal assistance, contact us today for a consultation.
Domestic Violence Lawyer in Tampa, FL
At our domestic violence charges law firm in Tampa, Florida, we understand that being charged with domestic violence can be a traumatizing and stressful experience. Our experienced criminal defense attorneys are dedicated to protecting our clients' rights and vigorously defending them against these challenging charges. We work closely with our clients to understand their specific situations and build a strong defense to achieve the best possible outcome. Our team understands the unique challenges of domestic violence cases, including the emotional toll they can take on everyone involved. We approach each case with empathy and understanding, working to achieve a positive resolution with minimal disruption to our clients' lives. If you are facing domestic violence charges in Tampa, Florida, our legal team is here to help you navigate this difficult time, and we will fight tirelessly on your behalf. If you or someone you know is a victim of domestic violence, read this article about how you can obtain a protective order.
Driving on a Suspended License Lawyer in Tampa, FL
If you are facing charges for driving on a suspended license in Tampa, Florida, then you need a skilled and experienced attorney on your side. This offense can result in severe penalties, including fines, jail time, and a further suspension of your license. At our law firm, we understand the seriousness of these license suspension charges and are prepared to fight tirelessly on your behalf. Our team of attorneys has years of experience representing clients facing these charges, and we are committed to using our knowledge and expertise to get the best possible outcome for you. We will work with you to understand the circumstances of your case, assess your legal options, and develop a robust defense strategy to protect your rights and your future. Contact us today to schedule a consultation and let us fight for you.
Drug Crime Lawyer in Tampa, FL
As a leading drug crime lawyer firm in Tampa, FL, we understand the complexities and seriousness of drug-related offenses. We have years of experience in representing clients who have been charged with drug-related felonies and misdemeanors. We recognize that being accused of a drug crime can bring a great deal of uncertainty and anxiety into your life. Our approach is to work closely with our clients to ensure that they receive the best possible legal defense. We offer compassionate and personal service, and we always keep our clients informed throughout the process. Our track record of success speaks for itself – if you are facing a drug-related offense in Tampa, FL, trust our team for the legal representation you need.
Cocaine Trafficking Lawyer in Tampa, FL
As a cocaine trafficking lawyer in Tampa, Florida, our priority is to defend those who have been charged with drug trafficking offenses. We understand that facing drug trafficking charges can be a stressful and overwhelming experience, with the potential for serious legal consequences. We have experience defending against trafficking offenses involving cocaine and other drugs, and we work tirelessly to provide our clients with the strongest possible defense. We will explore every legal option available to help protect your rights and achieve the best possible outcome for your case. If you have been charged with cocaine trafficking in Tampa, Florida, don't hesitate to contact our team for a consultation.
Drug Trafficking Lawyer in Tampa, FL
If you are facing drug trafficking charges in Tampa, it is crucial to have an experienced and knowledgeable attorney on your side. Drug trafficking is a serious offense that can carry significant consequences, including lengthy prison sentences and high fines. At our law firm, we are dedicated to protecting the rights of our clients and ensuring that they receive fair and just treatment in the criminal justice system. Our attorneys have years of experience handling drug trafficking cases and are well-versed in the complicated rules and regulations surrounding drug-related charges. We will work tirelessly to build a solid defense strategy for your case and fight for the best possible outcome. Contact our Tampa drug trafficking lawyers today to schedule a consultation and discuss your case in detail.
Marijuana Charges Lawyer in Tampa, FL
If you are facing marijuana charges in Tampa, Florida, it is essential to find a reputable and experienced marijuana charges lawyer to represent you. The laws regarding marijuana possession, cultivation, and distribution can be confusing, and it is important to have a legal professional who knows the ins and outs of these complex regulations. Our Tampa-based marijuana charges lawyers have successfully defended numerous clients facing charges ranging from possession to trafficking. We provide aggressive defense strategies tailored to each client's specific case and work tirelessly to protect our clients' rights and freedoms. Don't let a marijuana charge ruin your life - contact our team of experienced attorneys for a consultation today.
Meth Charges Lawyer in Tampa, FL
At our law firm in Tampa, Florida, we understand the seriousness of methamphetamine charges and the impact they can have on your life. Whether you are facing possession, sale, manufacturing, or trafficking charges, we are here to provide you with aggressive and effective legal representation. We have a proven track record of defending clients against methamphetamine charges and helping them navigate the complexities of the legal system. Our legal team will carefully review your case and work tirelessly to build a strong defense strategy that is tailored to your unique situation. We will advocate for your rights and fight to minimize the consequences of your charges. Contact us today for a consultation and take the first step towards protecting your future.
Prescription Fraud Lawyer in Tampa, FL
Prescription fraud is a serious charge that could lead to severe legal consequences, including fines, imprisonment, and damage to your professional reputation. As a prescription fraud lawyer in Tampa, Florida, our team has years of experience handling such cases successfully. We understand the complexity of these cases and provide a thorough and careful review of the evidence before crafting a winning defense strategy for our clients. Whether you are a doctor, pharmacist, or patient, we will passionately represent you in court and help protect your rights. Don't let a prescription fraud charge ruin your life; contact us today for a free consultation to discuss your defense options.
DUI Lawyer in Tampa, FL
If you are charged with driving under the influence (DUI) in Tampa, Florida, you need a competent attorney who can fight for your rights and protect your future. At our law firm, we specialize in DUI defense and are dedicated to helping you navigate the legal system. We understand the severity of a DUI charge and the impact it can have on your personal and professional life. Our experienced attorneys will work diligently to build a strong defense and ensure your rights are protected throughout the process. We will explore every legal avenue to reduce or dismiss your charges, and we will always provide honest and open communication about the possible outcomes of your case. Contact us today for a free consultation and see how we can assist you with your DUI defense case.
Injunction Lawyer in Tampa, FL
If you are looking for an experienced and reliable injunction lawyer in Tampa, Florida, look no further than our team at Hanlon Law. Our lawyers specialize in helping clients obtain and defend injunctions, also known as restraining orders, in a variety of circumstances. Whether you need protection from stalking, domestic violence, or harassment, we can advise you on the best course of action to take and help you obtain the necessary court orders to keep you safe. We understand the sensitive and often emotional nature of these cases and will work closely with you to ensure that your rights and interests are protected. Call us today to schedule a consultation and learn more about how our injunction lawyers can assist you.
Leaving the Scene of an Accident Lawyer in Tampa, FL
Leaving the scene of an accident is a serious crime in Tampa, Florida. If you are facing charges, you need an experienced lawyer on your side who can aggressively defend your rights and protect your interests. At our law firm, we specialize in representing clients who have been accused of hit and run accidents. Our skilled attorneys have extensive knowledge of the local courts, judges, and prosecutors, and will work tirelessly to build a strong case in your favor. We understand the stress and uncertainty surrounding hit and run cases, and we are committed to helping you navigate the legal system with confidence and peace of mind. Contact us today to schedule a free consultation and learn more about how we can help you.
Probation Violations Lawyer in Tampa, FL
At our Tampa, Florida-based law firm, we understand the serious impact a probation violation can have on your life. Whether you've unintentionally failed to meet the terms of your probation or have been falsely accused, our experienced probation violation lawyers are here to defend your rights and help you navigate the legal system. We offer personalized attention to every client and focus on achieving the best possible outcome for your case. Whether it's negotiating with the prosecution or advocating on your behalf in court, we're here to fight for you every step of the way. Don't let a probation violation derail your future – contact us today for a consultation.
Reckless Driving Lawyer in Tampa, FL
If you've been charged with reckless driving in Tampa, Florida, you need an experienced and aggressive lawyer on your side. At our law firm, we understand the serious consequences that can come with a reckless driving conviction, including fines, license suspension, and even jail time. Our team of knowledgeable attorneys has a proven track record of successfully defending clients facing reckless driving charges, and we are committed to fighting for your rights and securing the best possible outcome for your case. Don't risk your future - contact us today to schedule a consultation and take the first step towards protecting your freedom and your reputation.
Sex Crimes Lawyer in Tampa, FL
As a sex crime lawyer with experience working in Tampa, Florida, I understand the severe consequences that can be associated with being charged with a sex crime. These types of charges not only carry the possibility of jail time and fines, but can also result in being placed on the sex offender registry for life, which can have a major impact on a person’s personal and professional life. That’s why it’s critical to have an experienced and knowledgeable sex crime lawyer at your side who will advocate for your rights and work tirelessly to achieve the best possible outcome for your case. If you’ve been charged with a sex crime in Tampa, Florida, don’t delay – reach out to me today for a confidential consultation.
Criminal Process Lawyer in Tampa, FL
At Hanlon Law, our lawyers are experts in the criminal process in Tampa, Florida. We provide exceptional legal representation for clients facing a wide range of criminal charges in Tampa, Florida. Our team of experienced criminal defense attorneys is dedicated to protecting our clients' rights and achieving the best possible outcome for their case. From minor misdemeanors to complex felony charges, we have the knowledge, skills, and resources necessary to build a strong defense on your behalf. We understand the challenges and stress that come with facing criminal charges, which is why we work tirelessly to provide our clients with compassionate and focused representation. Whether you are facing charges for DUI, drug offenses, theft, assault, or any other criminal charge, contact The Criminal Process today for a free consultation.
Theft Charges Lawyer in Tampa, FL
If you or someone you know is facing theft charges in Tampa, Florida, it's crucial to have a skilled and experienced theft charges lawyer by your side. At our law firm, we've represented countless clients facing various types of theft charges, including shoplifting, embezzlement, burglary, and robbery. We understand the severity of these theft charges and the potential consequences that come with a conviction. That's why we work tirelessly to investigate the circumstances surrounding the allegations and build a strong defense on your behalf. We believe that everyone deserves a fair trial, and we'll fight aggressively to protect your rights and ensure the best possible outcome for your case. Contact us today for a consultation with a trusted theft charges lawyer in Tampa, Florida.
Violent Crimes Lawyer in Tampa, FL
At our violent crime law firm in Tampa, Florida, we understand that being accused of a violent crime can be a terrifying experience. Our experienced attorneys have handled countless cases involving charges such as assault, battery, homicide, and domestic violence. We take a strategic and aggressive approach to every case, ensuring that we explore every option available to protect our clients' legal rights and freedoms. Our team is dedicated to providing personalized assistance to each of our clients, working tirelessly to build a strong defense that will help them achieve a positive outcome in their case. If you are facing charges for a violent crime in Tampa, Florida, contact us today to learn how we can help you protect your future.
White Collar Crime Lawyer in Tampa, FL
Our white collar crime lawyers in Tampa, Florida are committed to protecting our clients' rights and fighting for their best interests. With extensive experience in defending individuals and companies accused of white collar crimes such as securities fraud, embezzlement, and money laundering, our team has the skills and knowledge necessary to successfully navigate the legal system. We understand the serious consequences that come with a conviction of this nature and work tirelessly to minimize those consequences. If you are facing charges related to a white collar crime, don't hesitate to contact us today for a consultation.
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            Court Explains Grounds for Revoking Bond in Florida Criminal Actions        
                            People charged with sex crimes often fear that they will have to remain in jail until their trial is over. In many cases, though, the courts find it…
                                
            	
            


            Court Explains Grounds for Reversing a Revocation of Probation in Florida        
                            In Florida, it is not uncommon for people to be sentenced to a term of probation, either after or in lieu of a prison sentence. People sentenced to…
                                
            	
            


            Florida Court Discusses Evidence at Juvenile Delinquency Hearings        
                            People accused of crimes when they are minors will typically be charged as juveniles. Juvenile criminal defendants have the same rights as adults, and…
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 210 N Pierce St
 Tampa, FL 33602  
    Phone: 813.228.7095   Fax: 813.400.2372     We serve clients throughout Florida including those in the following localities: Hernando County including Spring Hill; Hillsborough County including Brandon, Riverview, and Tampa;  Pinellas County including Clearwater, Largo, Palm Harbor, Pinellas Park, Seminole, and St. Petersburg; and Pasco County including Dade City, Hudson, and New Port Richey. View More
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